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President Donald Trump

What does the new US president mean for science? Amid protest
marches, unease over his selections for key government
positions, and worries over how the new administration will
approach science, we'll be keeping a close eye on Donald
Trump's every move.
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Cosmic test backs
'quantum spookiness'
Physicists harness starlight to support the case for entanglement.
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Cosmic test backs 'quantum spookiness'
Physicists harness starlight to support the
case for entanglement.
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Deadly new wheat disease threatens
Europe’s crops
Researchers caution that stem rust may
have returned to world’s largest wheat-
producing region.

Trump immigration ban upends

OPINION

3 Comments

Comment Consider drug efficacy
before first-in-human trials
Ethical review boards must focus on clinical
promise as well as safety to hold the first
tests of drugs in humans to a higher
standard, say Jonathan Kimmelman and
Carole Federico.

Comment Reform predictive policing
Police agencies, software firms and the
public must ensure that crime-forecasting
software improves public safety and officer
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international work on disease
The ensuing damage to scientific
collaborations puts the United States at risk,
researchers say.
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Physicists propose football-pitch-sized
quantum computer
Blueprint outlines ambitious scheme to
solve uncrackable problems using existing
technology.

Add comment

Science and the US Supreme Court: The
cases to watch in 2017
Drug patents and environmental regulations
feature in upcoming court cases as Trump
nominates a justice.

1 Comment

Seven Days US turmoil, oil pipelines
and a treason arrest
The week in science: 27 January–2
February 2017.

4 Comments

Feature What it would take to reach the
stars
A wild plan is taking shape to visit the
nearest planet outside our Solar System.
Here’s how we could get to Proxima b.
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Race to provide commercial weather
data heats up
A movement to privatize Earth-observing
satellites is gaining ground.
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Astronomers explore uses for AI-
generated images
Neural networks produce pictures to train
image-recognition programs and scientific
software.

Gene drives thwarted by emergence of
resistant organisms

More news
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accountability, writes Aaron Shapiro.
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Obituary Vera Rubin (1928–2016)
Observational astronomer who confirmed
the existence of dark matter.
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World View The developing world needs
more than numbers
Policymakers should read the contents of
published papers and not just count them,
says Dyna Rochmyaningsih.
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Editorial Private weather data should not replace
basic research
Earth-monitoring research missions should go on,
despite commercial ventures
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Editorial The time is ripe to reform the World
Health Organization
As the public-health agency chooses a new leader, the
media and politicians must be more realistic about what
it can do.

4 Comments

Editorial Demand decisions based on evidence,
not ideology
Psychology can moderate our response to unsavoury
actions such as the US ban on immigrants, but we
should not let our appetite for dissent diminish.

2 Comments

Books & Arts Physics: The wave
catchers
Davide Castelvecchi applauds an inside
story on the discovery of gravitational
waves.

Books & Arts Cognitive science:
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Until this obstacle is overcome, the
technology is unlikely to succeed in the wild.
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Feature How heat from the Sun can
keep us all cool
As demand for air conditioning climbs,
some see a solution in the very thing that
makes us sweat: the Sun.

2 Comments

Obama science adviser: Trump
immigration ban ‘an abomination’
John Holdren worries that immigration
restrictions could harm researchers’ ability
to collaborate across borders.

• The Internet of Things comes to the lab

• Meet the scientists affected by Trump’s immigration
ban 4

• Trump agenda threatens US legacy of science
diplomacy 5

• Swimming starfish, a departing dinosaur and a lot of
ice

• Researchers shocked at UK’s plan to exit EU nuclear
agency 2

• Q&A Geneticist launches bid for US Senate 2

• Astronaut twin study hints at stress of space travel
1

• Physicists doubt bold report of metallic hydrogen
2

• Doomsday Clock ticks closer to apocalypse 1
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Dennett rides again
Dan Jones relishes the philosopher's latest
exploration of minds and memes.

Add comment

Books & Arts Books in brief
Barbara Kiser reviews five of the week's
best science picks.

Add comment

Books & Arts Tracking the propulsive
power of science books
During Academic Book Week, we asked
readers and colleagues to cite a classic
tome that kickstarted their life in science.
Here are the results.
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Careers Look before you leap
If your job is at risk, don't wait until the last
minute before planning a safe landing, says
Peter Fiske.
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Careers Turning point: Microbe
detective
Hooked on bacteria.

Add comment

Careers Scientific computing: Code
alert
Programming tools can speed up and
strengthen analyses, but mastering the
skills takes time and can be daunting.
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